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Abstract. We define a formal notion, called compilation schema, suit-
able for specifying different possibilities for performing the overall process
of Java compilation, which includes typechecking of source fragments
with generation of corresponding binary code, typechecking of binary
fragments, extraction of type information from fragments and definition
of dependencies among them. We consider three compilation schemata
of interest for Java, that is, minimal, SDK and safe, which correspond
to a minimal set of checks, the checks performed by the SDK imple-
mentation, and all the checks needed to prevent run-time linkage errors,
respectively. In order to demonstrate our approach, we define a kernel
model for Java separate compilation and execution, consisting in a small
Java subset, and a simple corresponding binary language for which we
provide an operational semantics including run-time verification. We de-
fine a safe compilation schema for this language and formally prove type
safety.

1 Introduction

In modern programming languages, the notion of “program” as a whole has be-
come more and more obsolete. Now, the process of developing software typically
consists in writing separate pieces of code, which we will call fragments, following
[8], each one implementing some basic functionality and relying on other func-
tionalities provided by other fragments. The language should provide facilities
which allow the development of fragments to be as much modular as possible. In
particular, a highly desirable property is separate compilation, which means, in
its strongest formulation, that a single source fragment f can be typechecked in
isolation, generating a corresponding binary fragment, in a context where only
type information is available on the fragments it depends on, say f1, . . . , fn, but
no code. This phase is called intra-checking in [8]. Then, an executable appli-
cation can be constructed linking together a collection of binary fragments s.t.,
for each fragment f , all the fragments f1, . . . , fn it depends on are available
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and satisfy the required type assumptions. This phase is called inter-checking in
[8]. Inter-checking should guarantee that the resulting application does not raise
linkage errors (for instance, a fragment needed during execution either does not
exist or does not provide some expected functionality).

Though Java is a widely known paradigmatic example of language supporting
separate compilation, it does not match the above schema in many respects.

1. A fragment f which depends on f1, . . . , fn can be typechecked in absence
of their sources, but at least the corresponding binaries must be available,
since in Java class files play the dual roles of interfaces and object files.

2. If (some of) f1, . . . , fn are only available in source form, then Java compilers
enforce their typechecking, hence generation of the corresponding code1, too.

3. Linking is dynamic, in the sense that starting an application corresponds to
running just one fragment f and then, during the execution, other needed
fragments are loaded and linked on demand.

The fact (3) that linking is dynamic has a very strong impact on changing
the schema we outlined above based on two distinct phases of intra-checking
(separate compilation) and inter-checking (linking).

First of all, run-time inter-checks become necessary in order to guarantee that
execution does not crash. For instance, the Java Virtual Machine (JVM from now
on) has a bytecode verifier which finds linkage errors and throws corresponding
exceptions.

On the other hand, since run-time checks are performed, inter-checks at
compile-time are in a sense redundant, since in any case the fact that the exe-
cution does not crash is guaranteed by the bytecode verifier. Nevertheless, Java
compilers try to anticipate at compile-time the detection of some linkage errors,
performing some (but not all) inter-checks at compile-time. In other words, the
overall compilation process is not solely specified by the typechecking rules for
the source code, but some additional aspects must be modeled in order to fully
capture the behavior of a compiler.

For instance, if the fragment f to be typechecked depends on a source frag-
ment f ′, Java compilers act like a typical static linker, by enforcing the type-
checking of f ′ too, in order to ensure that, if f ′ either is missing or does not
satisfy the type requirements of f , then the error is detected before execution.

However, Java compilers take this approach only partially, and do not per-
form all the checks which would be actually possible (for instance, no checks are
performed if f ′ is in binary form). As a consequence, as well-known to experi-
enced Java programmers, standard Java compilers, as SDK and Jikes, are not
type safe in the sense that they can generate binary fragments whose execution
throws linkage errors. This seems in contradiction with the fact that type safety
results have been proved for the Java language [19, 10, 18]; the explanation is that
these formal type systems, and the related type safety results, are only related to

1 In this paper, we will always use the terminology typechecking a fragment meaning
the process that in the case of a source fragment also includes generation of binary
code.



the special case when a closed set of source fragments is typechecked, while (1)
and (2) are not taken into account (apart from [12], see Section 5). Even worse,
there is no specification of separate compilation in [14], hence the outcome of
compilations may strongly depend on the particular compiler implementation.
Moreover, as will be shown in detail in the following, rules adopted by existing
compilers are quite complex and cannot be easily explained informally.

For all these reasons, we believe necessary the definition of a formal frame-
work for Java separate compilation, providing a rigorous basis for:

– defining and investigating different possibilities for the overall compilation
process (for instance: a minimal set of checks, the checks performed by stan-
dard Java compilers, as many checks as possible)

– proving desirable properties, like type safety, for a compilation process.

This is what we achieve in this paper, by modeling the overall compilation pro-
cess via the formal notion of compilation schema. A compilation schema defines
two different judgments, a source type judgment Γ ` S; B and a binary type
judgment Γ ` B � modeling typechecking, in a given type environment Γ , of
source code S and binary code B, respectively; in the former case the corre-
sponding binary code B is also generated. These two components model the part
of Java compilation which corresponds to truly separate compilation in the sense
of [8]. The fact (2) that in Java typechecking of a fragment may enforce type-
checking of other fragments is modeled by another component of a compilation
schema, that is, a dependency function. Finally, the fact (1) that in Java type
information for a fragment cannot be provided separately from code is modeled
by a type extraction function which extracts from a compilation environment ce
(collection of source and binary fragments) a type environment Γ providing the
type information needed for typechecking fragments in ce.

We consider three different compilation schemata for Java. The first, which
we call minimal, corresponds to true separate typechecking, in the sense that
no other fragment is typechecked when compilation is invoked on a fragment
f . In this case, all inter-checks are left to the run-time verifier. However, note
that some of the fragments f depends on must be available, since some of the
type information needed for typechecking f has to be extracted from them (see
Section 5 for some more comments).

The second compilation schema is that used by standard Java compilers
(at least for what we have been able to understand by experiments, since no
specification is available). In this case only some inter-checks are performed:
invoking compilation on f enforces typechecking of other fragments, but not of
all those which could be possibly loaded at run-time; moreover no checks are
performed on binary fragments, that is, the type judgment Γ ` B � is always
trivially valid. As a consequence, binaries obtained as result of the compilation
are not guaranteed to safely link at run-time, as we will show by the examples
in Section 2. Finally, we propose a compilation schema which is type safe, that
is, guarantees safe linking at run-time. For this last schema we provide a full
definition of the four components for a small Java subset and we prove type
safety.



The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we illustrate by means of some
examples the three different schemata. In Section 3 we introduce our framework,
formally defining the notion of compilation schema and the related type safety
property. In Section 4 we define, for a small subset of Java, a type safe compi-
lation schema. Note that this implies that we not only define the syntax for the
source level, but also for the binary level, for which we also provide, in order
to express and prove type safety, a simple execution model, partly inspired by
those defined in [11, 9], but much simpler, since our aim here is not to provide a
realistic model of Java dynamic loading and linking, but to focus on type safety.
Hence a contribution of the paper is also to define a kernel calculus for the Java
Virtual Machine, in the spirit of other calculi that have been defined for modeling
in isolation relevant aspects of the Java language [15, 3]. In Section 5 we discuss
related work. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the contribution of this paper and
outlines further work.

2 Some motivating examples

In this section we illustrate, by means of some examples, three different Java
compilation schemata, called minimal, SDK and safe, respectively.

As already explained, the minimal compilation schema requires the minimal
amount of checks over fragments: typechecking is performed only for those source
fragments on which the compiler has been explicitly invoked and no checks (ex-
cept those strictly necessary for compiling the sources) are performed on binary
fragments. This schema fits well in open environments where source fragments
to be compiled are expected to be later dynamically linked with fragments that
are not available at compile-time. For instance, assume that the class C1 we want
to compile depends on a class C2. Even in the case the source of C2 is available,
it could be sensible avoiding typechecking of C2 if there is a high probability that
it does not correspond to the actual code that will be linked with C1 at runtime.

The SDK schema simply corresponds to the SDK implementation of Java2.
As already said, this schema falls in between the minimal and the safe schemata:
it enforces more checks than the former but less than the latter. For instance,
the compilation of a class C requires that all source fragments3 directly used by
C must be typechecked, while for all binary fragments4 directly used by C, only
their existence and format is checked (but no real typecheck is performed).

Finally, the safe schema can be sensibly applied when we expect that the
fragments that will be linked at run-time are those available after the compi-
lation; under this assumption, it makes sense to typecheck all fragments (ei-
ther source or binary) used (either directly or indirectly) by a class C, in order
to ensure that no execution of C will throw a linkage error (like, for instance,
NoClassDefFoundError or NoSuchMethodError). To this aim, the compilation

2 The examples in this paper are based on version 1.4 beta 2 of SDK.
3 Whose corresponding binary fragment is either unavailable or older.
4 Which either are more recent than the corresponding source fragment or do not have

a corresponding source fragment.



schema must include all those checks on binary fragments that a safe linker
would perform if Java classes were statically linked5.

While all these three schemata share the same source type judgment and type
extraction function (corresponding to the Java type system defined in [14] and
formalized in, e.g., [10]), they remarkably differ in the other two components
(that is, dependency function and binary type judgment) as described in the
following examples.

Consider the following class declarations, that we assume each one contained
in a single .java file:

class Main {

static void main(String[] args){new Used().m();}

void g (UsedAsType x) {}

}

class Used extends UsedParent {

int m(){return new TransUsed().m();}

}

class UsedParent{

int m(){return 1;}

}

class TransUsed {

int m(){return 1;}

}

class UsedAsType { ... }

As already stated, the same type extraction function is shared by the three
schemata. The definition is straightforward: the type environment is a mapping
associating to each available class C the type information which can be extracted
from its code, that is, a pair consisting of the direct superclass of C and the list
of method signatures6 directly declared in C, which we will call the direct type
of C.

Assume now that we want to compile Main. In the minimal schema, our
aim is just to perform the separate typechecking (intra-checking), hence we only
need the type information necessary to typecheck the source code of Main. In
particular, for each class used in Main, there are two possible situations: either
the class is used only as a type, like in the method g, and in this case we only
need the existence of the class in the type environment, or it is used as the
receiver’s type in a method call, like in new Used().m(). In this case we need to
know which are all the method signatures of the class (either directly declared
or inherited). This information, which we will call the full type of a class, can
be safely constructed having all the direct types of the classes in its ancestor

5 Of course, such checks are usually performed at run-time by the JVM.
6 In these examples we will consider for simplicity only instance method declarations,

as in the Java subset defined in Section 4; in full Java the direct type of a class would
also include other declared members. We assume that the method main is just used
for starting execution.



hierarchy and provided that this hierarchy is acyclic7 (this will be formalized
in Figure 5 later on). In summary, Main.java can be successfully typechecked,
producing a corresponding Main.class, in the type environment Γ defined by

{Main 7→ 〈Object, void g(UsedAsType)〉, Used 7→ 〈UsedParent, int m()〉,
UsedParent 7→ 〈Object, int m()〉, UsedAsType 7→ . . . },

which can be extracted from a compilation environment ce1 where only the
source files Main.java, Used.java, UsedParent.java and UsedAsType.java

are available. This is formalized by the validity of the judgment Γ ` S; B that
will be defined in Figure 3. Note that, since, as already said, in Java type in-
formation on fragments cannot be provided separately from their code, either
the .java or .class files for Used, UsedParent and UsedAsType must be avail-
able, even though no typechecking is performed on their code (for UsedAsType

not even the type information is used). In the minimal schema, indeed, the set
of dependencies of Main.java is {Main}, reflecting the fact that we are only
interested in typechecking Main.java.

In both the SDK and safe schema, the set of dependencies of Main in ce1

includes also Used, UsedParent, UsedAsType and TransUsed. As a consequence,
compilation of Main.java in ce1 fails for both the SDK and safe schema.

Let us consider now two compilation environments able to discriminate be-
tween the SDK and the safe schemata. First consider ce2 which contains the
source files Main.java, Used.class, UsedParent.class, UsedAsType.class8,
and a changed version of TransUsed.java which does not satisfy intra-checks
(for instance, the body of method m returns a boolean). The type environment
extracted from ce2 is still Γ . However, the set of dependencies of Main in ce2 is
{Main, Used, UsedParent, UsedAsType, TransUsed} in the safe schema, while it
is {Main, Used, UsedParent, UsedAsType} in the SDK schema.

Hence, in SDK the source of class TransUsed is not typechecked; then, a new
binary fragment Main.class is produced. However, in the new environment
obtained by enriching ce2 with the fragment Main.class, the execution of class
Main throws the error NoClassDefFoundError (note that this error is raised
instead of a type error since the class has not been compiled, hence there is no
corresponding binary), whereas this error is detected at compile-time by the safe
schema which performs the typechecking of the source code of TransUsed.

In this case the difference between the Java and the safe schema is given
by the dependency function. However, even in the case dependencies are the
same, the two schemata can still behave differently due to the fact that the
safe schema also performs a significant binary typechecking (formalized by the
validity of the judgment Γ ` B � that will be defined in Figure 6). For in-
stance, invoking the compilation of both Main and TransUsed in the compilation
environment ce3 which contains Main.java, Used.class, UsedParent.class,
UsedAsType.class and a changed version of TransUsed.java which does not
satisfy type requirements in Used (for instance, declaring boolean m() {return
7 However, in SDK 1.4 beta 2 the compiler loops if a used binary class has a cyclic

inheritance hierarchy!
8 Obtained, e.g., by compiling the whole program in the example.



true;}), in SDK no checks are performed on the the binary code of Used. Hence,
again, in the binary environment obtained after the compilation, the execution
of class Main throws the exception NoSuchMethodError, whereas this error is
detected at compile-time by the safe schema.

3 Framework

We now formally define our framework for modeling the Java overall compila-
tion process. Consistently with this aim, we will everywhere use a Java-related
terminology. However, most of the notions presented here could be generalized
to model the compilation process of other languages, as we will briefly discuss
in Section 5.

Let us denote by C the set of fragment names, that is, in Java, class/interface
names9, ranged over by C, and by S and B the set of source and binary frag-
ments, respectively. We assume that source fragments are .java files containing
(for simplicity) exactly one class/interface declaration, and binary fragments are
.class files.

A compilation environment ce is a pair10

〈ceb, ces〉 ∈ CE = [C⇀fin B]× [C⇀fin S]

s.t. Def (ceb) ∩ Def (ces) = ∅. We will call ceb and ces a binary and a source
environment, respectively. Note that the assumption Def (ce b) ∩ Def (ces) = ∅
means that, even in the case a class has both a binary and a source definition,
the compiler considers only one of them, according to some rule.

The results of (successful) compilations are binary environments. Hence, we
can model the compilation process by a (partial) function, called compilation
function:

C : CE × ℘(C) ⇀ [C⇀fin B]

where C(〈ceb, ces〉, CS) = ce ′b intuitively means that the compilation, invoked on
fragments with names in CS, in the compilation environment consisting of binary
fragments ceb and source fragments ces, generates binary fragments ce ′b.

We introduce now the formal notion of compilation schema, meant to express
different Java compilation processes.

A compilation schema consists of the following four components.

– A dependency function D which gives, for any compilation environment ce
and set of fragment names CS, the set CS′ of all the fragment names on which
typechecking is enforced when the compilation is invoked on CS.

– A type extraction function T which extracts from a compilation environ-
ment ce a type environment Γ providing the type information necessary to
typecheck fragments in ce.

9 We will consider only classes in the Java subset in Section 4.
10 We denote by [A ⇀fin B] the set of finite partial functions from A into B, that is,

functions f from A into B which are defined on a finite subset of A, denoted Def (f).



– A source type judgment Γ ` S; B expressing that in the type environment
Γ the source fragment S is successfully typechecked generating the binary
fragment B.

– A binary type judgment Γ ` B � expressing that in the type environment Γ
the binary fragment B is successfully typechecked.

To compile a set of fragments CS in a compilation environment ce, first the needed
type environment Γ is extracted applying T to ce. Then, all the fragments in
the set CSd computed from CS using D are typechecked generating corresponding
binaries for those which were in source form. This can be formalized by the
inference rule in Figure 3 which defines a compilation function C in terms of
the four components of a compilation schema. The second side condition, CS ⊆
Def (ces), states that a compilation can be only invoked on a set of existing
sources.

∀C ∈ CSb Γ ` ceb(C) �
∀C ∈ CSs Γ ` ces(C) ; BC

C(〈ceb, ces〉, CS) = {C 7→ BC | C ∈ CSs}

Γ = T (〈ceb, ces〉)
CS ⊆ Def (ces)
CSd = D(〈ceb, ces〉, CS)
CSb = CSd ∩Def (ceb)
CSs = CSd ∩Def (ces)

Fig. 1. Definition of compilation function

Let us now apply the above definitions for specifying the three different compi-
lation schemata informally introduced in Section 2.

The type extraction function is the same for the three schemata: the type
environment extracted from a compilation environment ce = 〈ce b, ces〉 is a finite
partial function which associates to each C ∈ Def (ceb) ∪ Def (ces) its direct
type, that is, a pair consisting of the superclass of C and the list of the method
signatures declared in C (see the formal definition in Figure 15 in the Appendix).

Again, the source type judgment is the same for the three schemata, and
corresponds to the Java type system defined in [14] and formalized, e.g., in [10].
The formalization for the small Java subset for which we define a type safe
compilation schema is given in Figure 3 in the Appendix.

On the contrary, the three schemata remarkably differ in the other two com-
ponents.

For what concerns the dependency function, D(ce, {C}) contains only C in
the minimal schema; in the safe schema D(ce, {C}) contains C and all the classes
transitively used by C, regardless that C is in source or binary form (see the formal
definition in Figure 14 later on). In the SDK schema the definition is much more
involved. First of all, D(ce, {C}) contains C and all the classes directly used by C.
For each of these classes, say C′, D(ce, {C}) also (recursively) contains D(ce, {C′})
if C′ is in source form. If C′ is in binary form, then the behavior is different
depending whether C′ is only used in C as “abstract” type (for instance, field



type, parameter type, method return type) or information on the components
provided by C is also needed (for instance, there is a method call with receiver’s
type C). In the former case D(ce, {C}) contains only C′, in the latter it contains
C′, all the ancestor classes of C′ and (recursively) D(ce, {C′′}) for each ancestor
C′′ which is in source form.

This rule is quite complex, and has been extrapolated only by performing
a number of compilation tests, since it is hard to deduce it from the compiler
source and no other form of documentation seems to be available.

The binary type judgment also differs from schema to schema. In the minimal
schema no typechecks are performed (that is, the judgment Γ ` B � trivially
holds). In the safe schema the checks performed on a binary fragment are similar
to those performed on a source fragment. A difference is, for instance, the way
a method invocation is checked. In the source case the method must be found
searching in all the ancestor classes, and overloading must be resolved, while
in the binary case a method call is already annotated with the class where the
method should be found together with its signature. The formalization for the
small Java subset for which we define a type safe compilation schema is given in
Figure 3 (last rule) and Figure 4 for the source case and in Figure 6 (last rule)
for the binary case.

In the SDK schema no typechecks are performed on binary code. The only
checks which are performed, together with the existence check on C′, when type-
checking a class C which uses C′, are on the format of the binary (analogous to
the fact that Java grammar is respected in the source case) and on the corre-
spondence between the fragment name and the name of the class defined inside.
In the formal model in Section 4 we assume for simplicity that fragments are
well-formed in this sense.

We introduce now the formal property of type safety for separate compilation.
We assume a judgment of the form C ;ceb V which is valid if and only if
execution of class C in the binary environment ceb terminates producing a value
V which can be either a normal value or a linkage exception. Intuitively, this
judgment corresponds to start the execution from class C in an environment ce b
corresponding to the set of all available binaries that can be dynamically linked
during the execution.

The formal definition of this judgment for the small Java subset for which
we define a type safe compilation schema is given in Figure 13. Let us denote
with ceb[ce ′b] the partial function f s.t. Def (f) = Def (ceb) ∪ Def (ce ′b) and for
any C ∈ Def (f) f(C) = ce ′b(C) if C ∈ Def (ce ′b) and f(C) = ceb(C) otherwise.

Definition 1. A compilation function C is type safe iff for any compilation
environment 〈ceb, ces〉 and set of class names CS, if C(CS, 〈ceb, ces〉) = ce ′b, then,
for all class names C ∈ Def (ce ′b) and values V , if C ;ceb[ce′b]

V , then V is not a
(linkage) exception.

Note that type safety requires that execution does not throw linkage errors only
when started from classes that are the product of the compilation. Indeed, an
error raised by an execution started from a class C present in the original binary



environment ceb can be either an error which was already present, hence not due
to the compilation, or an error due to the fact that some binary used by C has
been modified. In this case we will say that the compilation function does not
satisfy a different property, which we call contextual binary compatibility (see
the Conclusion).

4 A safe compilation schema for Java

S ::= class C extends C′ { MDSs } main Es

MDSs ::= MDs1 . . . MD
s
n

MDs ::= MH { return Es; }
MH ::= T0 m(T1 x1, . . . , Tn xn)
Es ::= new C | x | N |

Es0.m(Es1, . . . , E
s
n)

T ::= C | int

B ::= 〈C, C′, MDSb, Eb〉
MDSb ::= MDb1 . . . MD

b
n

MDb ::= MH { return Eb; }
V ::= new C | N | ε
Eb ::= V | x | Eb0.m ≺ C , T1 . . . Tn, T� (Eb1, . . . , E

b
n)

Eb0.m ≺C, T1 . . . Tn, T� (Eb1, . . . , E
b
n) | new C

ε ::= ClassNotFound | ClassCircularityError | VerifyError | NoSuchMethod

MS ::= T m(T1 . . . Tn)
AMS ::= C MS

AMSS ::= AMS1 . . . AMSn

Fig. 2. Syntax and types

The language we consider is reminiscent of Featherweight Java [15], in the
sense that is a small functional subset of Java (see Figure 2); however, since
here we are mainly interested in code generation and bytecode execution, we
present a simple binary language as well, together with its reduction semantics.
The dynamic semantics of our Java subset is indirectly defined by a compilation
function mapping well-typed source fragments into well-typed binary fragments.

Metavariables C, m, x and N range over sets of class, method and parameter
names, and integer literals, respectively.

A source fragment S is a class declaration consisting of the class name, the
name of the superclass, a sequence of method declarations MDSs, and an ex-
pression Es playing the role of the (static) main method, that for simplicity we
assume present in all classes. A method declaration MDs consists of a method



header and a method body (an expression). A method header MH consists of a
(return) type, a method name and a sequence of parameter types and names.
There are four kinds of expression: instance creation, parameter name, integer
literal and method invocation. A type is either a class name or int. We will use
the abbreviation T̄ for T1 . . . Tn in the following.

Our description of bytecode is rather abstract: we basically enrich the source
language with two kinds of annotation. Each method invocation is annotated
with a method descriptor, which is a triple describing the method which has
been statically selected for the call: the first component corresponds to the static
type of the receiver11, the second to the type of the parameters and the third to
the return type. Moreover, each class name mentioned either in class creation or
as the first component of method descriptors in method call is (initially) boxed.
The idea is that a reference to a class is “sealed” in a box until it has been
verified (at runtime). Such a reference cannot be used until it has been unboxed.

A binary fragment B consists of the name of the class, the name of the
superclass, a set of binary method declarations MDSb and the binary expression
corresponding to the method main. This expression is used as the starting point
of the execution when the class is run. A binary method declaration MDb is
structurally equivalent to a source method declaration except that the body is
a binary expression.

Binary expressions can be either values, or parameters, or (either boxed or
unboxed) method calls, or a boxed creation expression. Values correspond to
the normal forms of the reduction semantics of binary fragments (defined in
Figure 13), and can be either unboxed creation expressions, or integer literals,
or exceptions (in case of abnormal termination).

Note that exceptions and unboxed method invocation and creation are only
needed for defining the rewriting rules for bytecode execution (see Figure 13), but
they are not considered valid binary formats, even though for sake of simplicity
we do not have introduced two separate syntactic categories corresponding to
valid binary format and valid run-time expressions, respectively.

In the last part of Figure 2 we define method signatures and annotated method
signatures, which are not part of the syntax but will be used in the type judg-
ments. A method signature MS is a method header without the argument names;
an annotated method signature AMS is a method signature prefixed by an anno-
tation indicating the class which contains the method declaration.

We start now the formal definition of the four components of our safe com-
pilation schema, which will be used (as shown in Figure 3 in Section 3 to define
the corresponding compilation function.

The dependency function D is defined as follows:

D(ce, CS) = {C′ | ∃C ∈ CS s.t. C
∗→ce C′}

11 This is a change introduced in SDK 1.4, since in the previous versions the first
component of method descriptors corresponded to the class where the method was
statically found.



where
∗→ce is the reflexive and transitive closure of the relation →ce defined by

C →ce C′ iff C′ ∈ refClasses(C, ce). This latter function, defined in Figure 14 in
the Appendix, gives the set of all classes explicitly mentioned in the code of C.

A type environment Γ is a finite (partial) function from class names into
direct types of classes, that is, pairs 〈C′, MS1 . . . MSn〉 where C′ is the (direct)
superclass of C and MS1 . . . MSn is the list of the signatures of methods declared
in C.

The type extraction function T , defined in Figure 15 in the Appendix, simply
throws away method bodies and parameter names, retaining type information
from all classes in the compilation environment.

Γ ` C ::� Γ ` MDSs ; MDSb Γ ; ∅ ` Es : ; Eb

Γ ` class C extends C′ { MDSs } main Es ; 〈C, C′, MDSb, Eb〉

∀i ∈ 1..n Γ ` MDsi ; MDbi

Γ ` MDs1 . . . MDsn ; MDb1 . . . MD
b
n

Γ ; {x1 7→ T1, . . . , xn 7→ Tn} ` Es : T; Eb

Γ ` T ≤ T0

Γ ` T0 m(T1 x1, . . . , Tn xn) { return Es; };

T0 m(T1 x1, . . . , Tn xn) { return Eb; }

∀i ∈ 1..n Ti ∈ Def (Γ ) ∪ {int}

Γ ;Π ` new C : C; new C
C ∈ Def (Γ )

Γ ;Π ` N : int; N

Γ ;Π ` x : T; x
Π(x) = T

Γ ;Π ` Es0 : C; Eb0
∀i ∈ 1..n Γ ;Π ` Esi : Ti ; Ebi

Γ ;Π ` Es0.m(Es1, . . . , E
s
n) : T′;

Eb0.m ≺ C , T̄′, T′� (Eb1, . . . , E
b
n)

<T̄′, T′> = methRes(Γ, C,m, T1 . . . Tn)

Fig. 3. Source type-judgment

In Figure 3 are defined the rules for typechecking, in a given type environ-
ment, source fragments (with generation of the corresponding binary code).

The first rule defines the typechecking of a class declaration.
First, it is checked that C has a well-formed full type in Γ . The full type

of a class is the list of all the annotated method signatures of the class, either
directly declared or inherited, and it can be safely constructed if there are no
cycles in the inheritance hierarchy of C and the Java rules on method overriding
are respected. This is formalized by the judgment Γ ` C ::� defined in Figure 5.



Then, the method bodies and the main expression are checked and compiled.

The second rule defines the typechecking of a sequence of method declara-
tions. Each method declaration is correct (third rule) if the type of the expression
body is a subtype of the declared return type (premises) and all argument types
exist in Γ (note that no check is performed on the fact that they have well-
formed full types). The judgment Γ ` T ≤ T′ is valid whenever T is a subtype of
T′ in the type environment Γ , and is defined in Figure 7.

Other rules define the typechecking of expressions, which also needs a local
type environment Π which is a (partial) function from parameters into types.

An instance creation expression, new C, is well-typed, and has type C, in Γ
and Π if C exists in Γ . An integer literal is trivially well-typed, and has type
int, in every Γ and Π.

A parameter is well-typed in Γ and Π if it belongs to the domain of the local
type environment, and it has the corresponding type.

A method call expression is typechecked in two steps: first, the receiver ex-
pression and all the argument expressions are typechecked finding their types
Ti (and generating the corresponding binary expressions Ebi ). Then, using this
information, the most specific among the applicable methods is selected, as for-
mally defined by the function methRes, defined in Figure 4, which returns a pair
consisting of the type of parameters and returned value used to annotate the
binary method call produced as the result of the compilation; the annotation is
used at runtime by the JVM (see Figure 13). Recall that in SDK 1.4 the first
component of the descriptor which annotates the method call is the static type
of the receiver (C in the rule).

methRes(Γ, C, m, T̄) =




<T̄′, T′> if Γ ` C :: AMSS ∧

mostSpec(Γ, appMeth(Γ, AMSS, m, T̄)) = C′ T′ m(T̄′)
⊥ otherwise

appMeth(Γ,Λ, m, T̄) = Λ
appMeth(Γ, C T m′(T̄′) AMSS, m, T̄) ={
C T m′(T̄′) appMeth(Γ, AMSS, m, T̄) if m = m′ ∧ Γ ` T̄ ≤ T̄

′

appMeth(Γ, AMSS, m, T̄) otherwise

mostSpec(Γ,Λ) = ⊥
mostSpec(Γ, C T m(T̄)) = C T m(T̄)
mostSpec(Γ, C T m(T̄) AMSS) = min(Γ, C T m(T̄),mostSpec(Γ, AMSS)) with AMSS 6= Λ

min(Γ, C T m(T̄), C′ T′ m(T̄′)) =





C T m(T̄) if Γ ` C T̄ ≤ C′ T̄′

C′ T′ m(T̄′) if Γ ` C′ T̄′ ≤ C T̄

⊥ otherwise

Fig. 4. Definition of methRes



In Figure 5 we define the judgment Γ ` C :: AMSS, associating to a class its
full type AMSS, and the judgment Γ ` C ::� AMSS, which is valid only if AMSS is
well-formed.

Γ ` Object :: Λ

Γ ` C′ :: AMSS′

Γ ` C :: AMSS′ C MS1 . . . C MSn
Γ (C) = 〈C′, MS1 . . . MSn〉

Γ ` C :: AMSS

Γ ` C ::� AMSS
noRep(AMSS) ∧ okOverride(AMSS)

noRep(AMS1 . . . AMSn) ⇐⇒ ∀i, j ∈ 1..n AMSi = AMSj =⇒ i = j

okOverride(AMSS) ⇐⇒
∀AMS, AMS′ ∈ AMSS AMS = C T m(T̄) ∧ AMS′ = C′ T′ m(T̄) =⇒ T = T′

Fig. 5. Full type of a class

As already said, the full type of a class consists of the sequence of the anno-
tated signatures of the methods either directly declared in C or inherited.

A full class type AMSS is well-formed if it does not contain duplicate method
signatures (predicate noRep) and if the Java rules on overriding are satisfied
(predicate okOverride).

In Figure 5 the notation AMS ∈ AMSS is a shortcut for ∃AMSS0, AMSS1 : AMSS =
AMSS0 AMS AMSS1.

Note that neither Γ ` C :: AMSS nor Γ ` C ::� AMSS can be deduced for C if it
has a cyclic inheritance hierarchy in Γ .
Figure 6 shows the rules for typechecking binary fragments, which are analo-
gous to those for source fragments shown in Figure 3, except for the last rule,
concerning method calls.

Indeed, as already mentioned, in a binary method call the descriptor anno-
tation indicates exactly which method to look for, and we only have to check
that the types of the receiver expression and of the parameters are subtypes of
those specified in the descriptor, and the class of the actual receiver C still imple-
ments such a method (premise Γ ` C� C′ T′ m(T′1 . . . T

′
n), see Figure 7 above for

the definition of this judgment); this informally means that class C must inherit
method T′ m(T′1 . . . T

′
n) from C′ or any of C′ superclasses (of course, if C′ = C,

then the method can also be defined in C itself). Note that this corresponds to
the run-time check performed by the JVM when invoking methods, therefore
requiring method T′ m(T′1 . . . T

′
n) to be exactly defined in C′ would be too strong.

The judgment Γ ` int ≤ int is trivially valid in every Γ .
Every class C defined in Γ is a subtype of itself (second rule) and of its

(direct) superclass (third rule). Note that every class in Γ is considered subclass



Γ ` C ::� Γ ` MDSb � Γ ; ∅ ` Eb : �
Γ ` 〈C, C′, MDSb, Eb〉 �

∀i ∈ 1..n Γ ` MDbi �
Γ ` MDb1 . . . MDbn �

Γ ; {x1 7→ T1, . . . , xn 7→ Tn} ` Eb : T �
Γ ` T ≤ T0

Γ ` T0 m(T1 x1, . . . , Tn xn) { return Eb; } � ∀i ∈ 1..n Ti ∈ Def (Γ ) ∪ {int}

Γ ;Π ` new C : C � C ∈ Def (Γ )

Γ ;Π ` N : int �

Γ ;Π ` x : T � Π(x) = T

Γ ;Π ` Eb0 : C �
∀i ∈ 1..n Γ ;Π ` Ebi : Ti �
∀i ∈ 1..n Γ ` Ti ≤ T′i
Γ ` C � C′ T′ m(T′1 . . . T

′
n)

Γ ;Π ` Eb0.m ≺ C′ , T′1 . . . T
′
n, T
′� (Eb1, . . . , E

b
n) : T′ �

Fig. 6. Binary type-judgment

Γ ` int ≤ int

Γ ` C ≤ C
C ∈ Def (Γ )

Γ ` C′ ::

Γ ` C ≤ C′
Γ (C) = 〈C′, 〉

Γ ` C ≤ C′ Γ ` C′ ≤ C′′

Γ ` C ≤ C′

∀i ∈ 1..n Γ ` Ti ≤ T′i
Γ ` T1 . . . Tn ≤ T′1 . . . T

′
n

Γ ` C ≤ Ck

Γ ` {C1 MS1, . . . , Cn MSn}� C MS
k ∈ 1..n ∧ MS = MSk

Γ ` C :: AMSS Γ ` AMSS � AMS

Γ ` C � AMS

Fig. 7. Implementation and widening



of itself, even if its inheritance hierarchy is cyclical, because this does not lead
to wrong type assumption. Vice versa, a class C is considered subclass of C′ only
if its inheritance relation is acyclic.

Subtyping relation is transitive, fourth rule. The fifth rule extends the sub-
type relation to tuples of types.

The judgment Γ ` {C1 MS1, . . . , Cn MSn} � C MS is valid whenever one of
the annotated method signatures Ci MSi “implements” the annotated method
signature C MS, that is, there is a method with the same signature in C or any
of its superclasses. If a class has full type AMSS and the latter implements the
method signature AMS′, then the class is said to implement AMS′.

The last rule defines the judgment Γ ` C� AMS′, that is valid whenever class
C implements AMS′.

We define now execution and verification of binary fragments. We anticipate
some auxiliary definitions.

S1 ∪E S2 =def




S1 if S1 ∈ ε
S2 if S2 ∈ ε, S1 6∈ ε
S1 ∪ S2 otherwise

b1 ∧E b2 =def




b1 if b1 ∈ ε
b2 if b2 ∈ ε, b1 6∈ ε
Ok otherwise

Fig. 8. Exception-aware union and disjunction

Figure 8 shows the definition of the two operations ∪E and ∧E , whose arguments
are either set of class names or exceptions.

The former is just set union when both arguments are not exceptions, whereas
it returns one of its arguments when it is an exception (giving priority to the
left argument).

The latter is similar to a boolean conjunction; it returns Ok when both
arguments are Ok and one of its argument when it is an exception (again, giving
priority to the left argument).

The function MBody(ceb,C,m,T1 . . . Tn,T), defined in Figure 9, models method
look-up at run-time; it searches in the binary environment ce b for the body of
a method named m whose argument types are T1 . . . Tn and return type is T,
starting from class C. If such a method is not found in C, then it is searched,
recursively, in its superclass.

The result of MBody can be either the body of the method (if found) or an
exception if it is not found. There are two kinds of error that can happen during
the method look-up: if C = Object then this means that the method cannot be
found, so the exception NoSuchMethod is returned. Otherwise, if C cannot be
found in the binary environment, then the exception ClassNotFound is returned.



MBody(ceb, C, m, T1 . . . Tn, T) =



NoSuchMethod if C = Object

ClassNotFound if C 6= Object, C 6∈ Def (ceb)

〈Eb, x1 . . . xn〉 if T m(T1 x1, . . . , Tn xn){Eb} ∈ code(ceb(C))
MBody(ceb, superclass(ceb(C)), m, T1 . . . Tn, T) otherwise

code(〈 , , MDSb, 〉) = MDSb

superclass(〈 , C′, , 〉) = C′

Fig. 9. Definition of MBody

[·]Exp ::= [·].m ≺ C , T1 . . . Tn, T� (Eb1, . . . , E
b
n) |

new C.m ≺ C′ , T1 . . . Tn, T� (v1, . . . , vi−1, [·], Ebi+1, . . . , E
b
n)

[·]Type ::= new C.m ≺ [·], T1 . . . Tn, T� (v1, . . . , vn) |
new [·]

Fig. 10. Contexts

In Figure 10 we introduce two kinds of contexts: expression contexts [·]Exp

and type contexts [·]Type . In rewrite semantics, given in Figure 13, the former
are used to propagate execution to sub-expressions and the latter to verify class
references in order to unbox them (making it possible to “normal” execution
to proceed). The function Weak subtype is used, at verification time, to check
whether a type is subtype of another; Weak subtype(T, T′, ceb), defined in Fig-
ure 11, returns Ok when the type T is a subtype of T′ in the binary environment
ceb or an appropriate exception when it is not. The subtype is “weak” because of
the special case T = T′: any type T is always considered subtype of itself; it does
not even matter whether T exists or not in the binary environment ce b. In all
the other cases both T and T′ must exist, otherwise an exception ClassNotFound
is returned. When both exist in ceb, the auxiliary function Supertypes is used to
check the relationship between T and T′; indeed, T is subtype of T′ iff T′ is a super-
type of T. The function Supertypes(T, ceb) can either return the set of supertypes
of T in ceb, when they can be computed, or an exception in case of error. There
are two possible error situations: when a class (directly or indirectly) extends
itself and when a parent class is not found in ceb; in these cases the exceptions
ClassCircularityError and ClassNotFound are, respectively, returned. Figure 12
shows the verification judgments. The top-level judgment `ceb C : Ok is valid
whenever the class C can be verified in the binary environment ce b, otherwise it
is valid a judgment `ceb C : ε, where ε indicates the error occurred in the verifica-
tion steps. Indeed, it can be proved that the verification process is deterministic
and always terminates (either with Ok or with an exception).



Weak subtype(T, T′, ceb) =





Ok if T = T′

ε if T 6= T′, Supertypes(T, ceb) = ε
Ok if T 6= T′, T′ ∈ Def (ceb),

T′ ∈ Supertypes(T, ceb)
VerifyError if T 6= T′, T′ ∈ Def (ceb),

T′ 6∈ Supertypes(T, ceb)
ClassNotFound otherwise

Supertypes(T, ceb) = Supertypesaux (T, ∅, ceb)
Supertypesaux (T, LC, ceb) =



ClassCircularityError if T ∈ LC
ClassNotFound if T 6∈ Def (ceb) ∪ {int, Object}
{Object} ∪ LC if T = Object

{int} if T = int

{T} ∪E Supertypesaux (superclass(ceb(T)), {T} ∪ LC, ceb) if T 6∈ LC, T ∈ Def (ceb)

Fig. 11. Weak subtype and Supertypes definitions

Note the interesting relation between verification and typechecking of bina-
ries as defined in Figure 6; the former corresponds to dynamic typechecking of
binaries, whereas the latter to static typechecking, and, hence, is more conser-
vative than the former. This relation is formalized by Theorem 4 below.

When a class exists in the current binary environment ce b its verification
consists of: checking that there are no different method declarations with the
same signature in the code of the class (predicate noDup) and verifying that all
method declarations (`ceb MD

b
i : bi) and the main expression (∅ `ceb Eb : 〈 , b〉)

are Ok .
When a class does not exists in a binary environment ce b its verification

simply gives ClassNotFound (second metarule).
The judgment σ `ceb Eb : 〈T, b〉 is valid whenever the expression Eb in a

binary context ceb and local type environment σ has type T and the result of its
verification is b. The value b can be either Ok , when the verification succeeds, or
an exception, indicating the problem, when the verification fails. In this latter
case the value of T is immaterial. A local type environment σ is a (partial)
function from argument names to types.

The verification of a method declaration (third rule) succeeds when the veri-
fication of its body succeeds and the type of the body is a subtype of the declared
return type.

The verification of a method invocation succeeds when the number of argu-
ments coincides with the number of parameter types in the method descriptor,
the verification of the receiver and of each argument type succeeds and the type
of the receiver and of each argument is a (weak) subtype of the corresponding
type contained in the method descriptor (fourth rule).

The fifth rule covers the case when the numbers of arguments differs (side
condition k 6= n). Note that if a binary fragment is the result of the compilation



∀i ∈ 1..n `ceb MD
b
i : bi ∅ `ceb E

b : 〈 , b〉
`ceb C : noDup(MDb1 . . . MDbn)

∧E
i∈1..n bi ∧E b

ceb(C) = 〈 , , MDb1 . . . MDbn, Eb〉

`ceb C : ClassNotFound
C 6∈ Def (ceb)

{x1 7→ T1, . . . , xn 7→ Tn} `ceb E
b : 〈T, b〉

`ceb T0 m(T1 x1, . . . , Tn xn) {return Eb; } : b ∧E Weak subtype(T, T0, ceb)

∀i ∈ 0..n σ `ceb E
b
i : 〈Ti, bi〉

σ `ceb E
b
0.m ≺ T′0 , T̄

′, T� (Eb1, . . . , Ebn) : 〈T,∧Ei∈0..n si〉
T̄
′ = T′1 . . . T

′
n

si = bi∧E
Weak subtype(Ti, T

′
i, ceb)

σ `ceb E
b
0.m ≺ T′0 , T′1 . . . T′n, T� (Eb1, . . . , Ebk) : 〈T,VerifyError〉

k 6= n

σ `ceb n : 〈int,Ok〉 n = 0, 1,−1, 2,−2, . . .

σ `ceb new C : 〈C,Ok〉

σ `ceb x : 〈σ(x),Ok〉 x ∈ Def (σ)

noDup(MDb1 . . . MD
b
n) ={

Ok if ∀i, j ∈ 1..n methSig(MDbi ) = methSig(MDbj) =⇒ i = j
VerifyError otherwise

methSig(T m(T1 x1, . . . , Tn xn){Eb}) = T m(T1 . . . Tn)

Fig. 12. Verification



of a source fragment, the number of arguments is indeed equal to the number
of parameter types in the descriptor; such a mismatch may only be found in
“malicious” binary fragments.

`ceb C : Ok Eb
∗
;ceb V

C ;ceb V
ceb(C) = 〈 , , , Eb〉

`ceb C : ε

C ;ceb ε

`ceb C : ε

[ C ]Type ;ceb ε

`ceb C : Ok

[ C ]Type ;ceb [C]Type

Eb ;ceb E
b
1

[Eb]Exp ;ceb [Eb1]Exp
E
b
1 6= ε

Eb ;ceb ε

[Eb]Exp ;ceb ε

new C.m ≺C′, T̄, T� (v1, . . . , vn) ;ceb ε

T̄ = T1 . . . Tn
MBody(ceb, C

′, m, T̄, T) = ε

Eb[v1/x1, . . . , vn/xn] ;ceb E
b
1

new C.m ≺C′, T̄, T� (v1, . . . , vn) ;ceb E
b
1

T̄ = T1 . . . Tn
MBody(ceb, C

′, m, T̄, T) 6= ε

MBody(ceb, C, m, T̄, T) = 〈Eb, x1 . . . xn〉

Fig. 13. Rewriting

Figure 13 shows the rewriting rules for the program execution. The first two
rules deal with the execution of the main method of a class C; the former covers
the case when class C is verified, whereas the latter considers the case when C

does not pass verification.
The third and fourth rules cover the loading/verification process. The former

is used in case of error: the whole term is rewritten in the exception thrown by
the verifier. The latter is used when the verification is carried out successfully;
in this case the term is rewritten in itself except for the reference to the class C

that is unboxed.
The third rule is just the standard closure.
The fourth rule propagates an exception rewriting an entire term containing

an exception ε in the exception itself.
The fifth and the sixth rules deal with method invocation. When the method

cannot be found starting the search from the class contained in the method



descriptor the entire expression is rewritten in the exception; otherwise a second
call to MBody , passing as starting class the dynamic type of the receiver, returns
the method body and the name of the arguments. These information are used
to expand the method call.

4.1 Main Results

We prove three main theorems claiming the safety of source and binary type-
checking and of the safe compilation schema, respectively; the former two theo-
rems are necessary for proving the latter.

Theorem 1 (Safe Source Typechecking). For all type environments Γ ,
sources S and binaries B, if Γ ` S; B, then Γ ` B �.

Theorem 2 (Safe Binary Typechecking). Let 〈ceb, ces〉 and C be a compi-
lation environment and a class name, respectively. For all values V , if
∀C′ ∈ D(〈ceb, ces〉, {C}) T (〈ceb, ces〉) ` ceb(C

′) � and C ;ceb V , then V is not
an exception.

We can state now the main property of the safe compilation schema: if a set
of classes is successfully compiled w.r.t. the safe schema, then the execution of
any binary produced by such compilation in the updated binary environment
never throws a linkage exception.

Theorem 3 (Safety). Let 〈ceb, ces〉, CS and ce ′b be a compilation environment,
a set of class names and a binary environment, respectively. For all class names
C ∈ Def (ce ′b) and values V , if C(〈ceb, ces〉, CS) = ce ′b and C ;ceb[ce′b]

V , then V
is not an exception.

4.2 Formal Proofs (Sketched)

Safe Source Typechecking: For reasons of space we omit the proof, which is by
induction over the rules defining the source typechecking judgment Γ ` S; B.
The proof uses a number of lemmas claiming the same property for all kinds of
subcomponents of a source; the most interesting one concerns expressions.

Lemma 1. For all type and variable environments Γ and Π, source and binary
expressions Es and Eb and types T, if Γ ;Π ` Es : T; Eb then Γ ;Π ` Eb : T �.

Safe Binary Typechecking: Safety of binary typechecking comes from the fol-
lowing two theorems, the former connecting static with dynamic binary type-
checking (that is, the binary typechecking judgment Γ ` B � with the verification
judgment `ceb C : b), the latter expressing subject reduction for binary expres-
sions. For reasons of space we omit the proofs of these two theorems; the former
can be proved by induction over the rules for binary typechecking, while the
latter can be proved by induction over the rewriting rules for binary expressions.



Theorem 4 (Binary Typechecking Implies Verification). Let 〈ceb, ces〉
and C be a compilation environment and a class name, respectively, s.t. the fol-
lowing condition holds: D(〈ceb, ces〉, {C}) ⊆ Def (ceb). If T (〈ceb, ces〉) ` ceb(C) �,
then `ceb C : Ok.

Note that the converse implication does not hold, since typechecking at (dy-
namic) load time is more accurate than that at compile time. For instance,
typechecking of a binary declaration of a class C requires the check of all classes
explicitly mentioned in C, whereas the JVM only checks those classes that are
actually needed by that particular execution.

Theorem 5 (Binary Subject Reduction). Let 〈ceb, ces〉 and Eb be a com-
pilation environment and a binary expression, respectively. If T (〈ceb, ces〉); ∅ `
Eb : T � and Eb ;ceb E

b′, then there exists a type T′ s.t. T (〈ceb, ces〉); ∅ ` Eb′ : T′ �
and T (〈ceb, ces〉) ` T′ ≤ T.

We are now able to prove safety of binary typechecking. Let us assume that
∀C′ ∈ D(〈ceb, ces〉, {C}) T (〈ceb, ces〉) ` ceb(C

′) � and C ;ceb V . From the first
assumption we easily deduce D(〈ceb, ces〉, {C}) ⊆ Def (ceb) and T (〈ceb, ces〉) `
ceb(C) � (since, trivially, C ∈ D(〈ceb, ces〉, {C})).
As a consequence, Theorem 4 can be applied, therefore `ceb C : Ok holds. This
means that C ;ceb V has been deduced by instantiating the first (and not

the second) meta-rule in Figure 13, so Eb
∗
;ceb V must hold. Furthermore,

the validity of T (〈ceb, ces〉) ` ceb(C) � implies the validity of T (〈ceb, ces〉); ∅ `
Eb : T �, since there is only one meta-rule that can be instantiated in Figure 6.
Therefore we can apply Theorem 5 and deduce the validity of T (〈ce b, ces〉); ∅ `
V : T′ �, with T′ subtype of T. Since exceptions do not typecheck (see rules in
Figure 6), we can conclude that V is not an exception.

Safety: To prove safety we need two lemmas claiming that both the dependency
and type extraction functions are invariant w.r.t. source typechecking. These
lemmas can be proved by induction over the definition of D and T , respectively;
for reasons of space we omit their proofs.

In what follows, let ces\C denotes the partial function obtained by restricting
the definition domain of ces to the set Def (ces) \ C.

Lemma 2. Let 〈ceb, ces〉, C and B be a compilation environment, a class name,
and a binary fragment, respectively. If T (〈ceb, ces〉) ` ceb(C) ; B, then for all
class name C′ the following equality holds:

D(〈ceb, ces〉, {C′}) = D(〈ceb[C 7→ B], ces\C〉, {C′}).

Lemma 3. Let 〈ceb, ces〉, C and B be a compilation environment, a class name,
and a binary fragment, respectively. If T (〈ceb, ces〉) ` ceb(C) ; B, then the fol-
lowing equality holds:

T (〈ceb, ces〉) = T (〈ceb[C 7→ B], ces\C〉).



Now assume that C(〈ceb, ces〉, CS) = ce ′b. By virtue of the top-level rule in
Figure 3, the following judgments are valid:

∀C ∈ CSb Γ ` ceb(C) �
∀C ∈ CSs Γ ` ces(C) ; BC

where CSb = CSd ∩ Def (ceb), CSs = CSd ∩ Def (ces), CSd = D(〈ceb, ces〉, CS) and
Γ = T (〈ceb, ces〉). Furthermore, ce ′b(C) = {C 7→ BC | C ∈ CSs}.

By Theorem 1, Γ ` ce ′b(C) � for all C ∈ CSs, therefore we can easily deduce
Γ ` ceb[ce ′b](C) � for all C ∈ CSd.

Let us now prove the main theorem by assuming that C is a class name in
CSb (recall that Def (ce ′b) = CSb) and that C ;ceb[ce′b]

V for a certain value V . By
lemmas 2 and 3 and by induction on the cardinality of CS, D(〈ce b, ces〉, {C}) =
D(〈ceb[ce ′b], ces\CS〉, {C}) and T (〈ceb, ces〉) = T (〈ceb[ce ′b], ces\CS〉). Therefore we
can apply Theorem 2 and conclude that V cannot be an exception.

5 Related Work

We already mentioned in the Introduction that the seminal paper on separate
typecheck of fragments is [8]. There, the basic idea is to distinguish a phase of
intra-checking, which models separate compilation, in which a single fragment
is type-checked w.r.t. a typing environment (which expresses the interface of
the fragment in terms of both imported and exported services), and a phase
of inter-checking which models (static) linking, in which it is checked that all
the fragments we want to link have been type-checked w.r.t. compatible type
environments.

Formally12, intra-checking is modeled by a judgment Γ ` f : T (in [8] is-
sues of code generation are avoided by always working at the source level, even
when discussing linking), expressing that the fragment f has type T in the type
environment Γ . Inter-checking takes place on linksets which are, roughly, col-
lections of named fragment xi 7→ Γi ` fi : T i∈1..n

i , and succeeds if and only if
intra-checking succeeds (that is, each Γi ` fi : Ti holds) and, moreover, for each
j, k ∈ 1..n, xj has type Tj in Γk. This corresponds to require exact agreement
among the actual interface of a fragment and that assumed in another: in re-
alistic systems, this condition should be weakened, for instance requiring some
subtyping relation (see below for the Java case).

As already discussed in the Introduction, Java has many features which make
this view not immediately applicable: class files play the dual roles of interfaces
(type environments) and object files; there is no separate linking phase, since
linking takes place at run-time; compilers usually incorporate some inter-checks,
but not enough to guarantee safe run-time linking.

In this paper, we present a framework which models separate compilation
in the Java sense. Though a detailed formal comparison of our framework with

12 We use slightly different notations from [8] in order to conform to those used in this
paper.



that in [8] is matter of further work, we can list the main contact points and
differences.

– The intra-checking phase is modeled in the same way, apart from the fact
that here we are interested in distinguishing source and code fragments,
hence in modeling code generation.

– Instead of starting from a fixed linkset, here we assume that the set of
fragments to be linked is determined by the dependency function.

– Most importantly, instead of having that each fragment fi is equipped with
its own type environment Γi (expressing its interface), here we assume a
global type environment. This reflects the fact that in Java there is no sep-
arate notion of interface13 of a fragment (class C) describing both imported
and exported services, but this interface must in some way be extracted
from the code. Here, since our aim was to model separate compilation as it
happens in Java rather than to compare with truly separate compilation in
the sense of [8], we have taken the simpler approach to type-check all the
fragments in the same type environment, which trivially consists in the com-
pilation environment where we drop method bodies. Hence inter-checking
is trivial. An approach more in the spirit of [8] consists in extracting the
interface Γi for each class Ci containing the minimal assumptions needed
for successfully typecheck Ci, and then to check that different interfaces are
compatible. This approach poses non trivial problems both on how to per-
form the type extraction and how to define the “right” subtyping relation
among interfaces. However, the investigation is very interesting because it
could lead to innovative techniques for Java compilation supporting truly
separate compilation and then the possibility of performing static checks on
binaries. We refer to [6, 2] for a more complete treatment in this direction.

Another important stream of research related to this paper is that devoted
to the formal definition of Java (see [1] for a survey). As already mentioned,
the type judgment which we consider at the source level is based (though much
simpler, since we consider a small Java subset) on the many existing formal Java
type systems, in particular those in [10]. For what concerns an integrated formal
model covering all Java aspects, the most remarkable amount of work in this
direction is that of Sophia Drossopoulou and her group. The already cited [10]
provides a formal type system at the source level for a substantial subset Javas

of Java and a translation of this language into a binary language Javab, which is
in turn a subset of a language Javar of run-time terms for which an operational
semantics is given. This allows to prove type safety of the Java subset. In [13] the
focus is on binary compatibility. In [9] a model is defined for dynamic loading and
linking, distinguishing five components in a Java implementation: evaluation,
resolution, loading, verification, and preparation, with their associated checks.
These five together are proved to guarantee type soundness. This paper is the
most important reference for the execution model of our small binary language;
however, in our case the main aim is not to define a realistic model of the JVM,

13 Not to be confused with a Java interface.



taking into account all features, but to show how absence of linkage errors can
be guaranteed by a compilation schema, so we take a much more abstract view.
Finally, [12] enhances the previous formal description of Java in [10], introducing,
among other improvements, an account of separate compilation. Indeed, type
information used in typechecking Javas can also be extracted from the binary
language Javar, analogously to what we do in this paper by means of the T
function. However, the judgment for typechecking source classes defined in [12]
do not correspond to separate compilation as happens in our framework, simply
because its validity requires the type environment extracted from the compilation
environment to be well-formed.

Finally, several interesting papers can be found in literature on separate
compilation for ML (see among many others [17, 16, 7]). All these papers clearly
show that separate compilation in ML is not a simple issue, and for this reason,
needs to be properly formalized. However, ML separate compilation is based
on traditional static linking, therefore many problems arising in Java disappear
in ML; for instance, the static type-checks proposed in [17] are sensible for a
static linker, but cannot be performed at run-time by a virtual machine with-
out seriously compromising efficiency. Furthermore, it seems that no unifying
frameworks have been defined for investigating ML separate compilation, and in
fact, this would be useful to compare all the technical results and to understand
how they can contribute all together to the design of a better compiler/linker for
ML. For instance, using the terminology used in our paper to model the over-
all compilation process, [17] is mainly concerned with the definition of the type
extraction function, while [16] with the typechecking of sources and [7] with the
definition of the dependency function.

6 Conclusion

We have introduced a formal framework modeling Java separate compilation.
The overall compilation process is modeled by the formal notion of compilation
schema, in which the aspects which concern truly separate typechecking of frag-
ments (source type judgment and binary type judgment) are isolated from the
definition of dependencies and extraction of the type information from the frag-
ments. We have considered three compilation schemata of interest for Java, that
is, minimal, SDK, and safe, correspondingly to perform, when a single fragment
is typechecked, no typechecks on other fragments, only the typechecks performed
by SDK, and enough typechecks in order to ensure absence of linkage errors at
run-time.

In order to demonstrate our approach, we have defined a kernel model for
Java separate compilation and execution, consisting in a small Java subset, and
a simple corresponding binary language for which we provide an operational
semantics including run-time verification. We have defined a safe compilation
schema for this language and formally proved type safety.

In this paper we have focused on the safety property (a preliminary work
pointing out that Java compilers are not safe in the context of separate com-



pilation was [4]); however, there are other interesting properties of compilation
schemata we want to investigate, like monotonicity and contextual binary com-
patibility. By monotonicity we mean the fact that, when a subset of the source
fragments composing a program is changed, re-compiling only this set gives the
same result as re-compiling the whole program (this property is mentioned as
desirable in [8], and a preliminary formalization is given in [5]). By contextual
binary compatibility we mean a property analogous to Java binary compatibility,
but related to compilation: we say that a compilation schema respects contextual
binary compatibility if all the binary fragments which could be safely linked be-
fore compilation still safely link after. Note that, even though a formal analysis
of their relation is still matter of further work (see below), these three properties
seem at a first sight to be independent.

The work presented in this paper is a first step, and many interesting research
directions are open. On the more theoretical side, we plan to formally analyze the
difference between separate compilation in the Java sense, modeled in this paper,
and truly separate compilation in the sense of, e.g., [8] (see [6, 2]). This should
lead to the definition of a very abstract framework, like that in [8], but including
dynamic linking and verification, in which we will express formal properties like
type safety, monotonicity and contextual binary compatibility and analyze their
relations. Furthermore, the interesting relation between verification and binary
typechecking deserves further investigation in order to better understand the
deep issue of binary compatibility.

On the side of application to Java, we plan to extend the safe type system
defined here to more substantial Java subsets and to develop extended compilers
which satisfy good properties like type safety.
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A Appendix

refClasses(C, 〈ceb, ces〉) =





refClasses(ceb(C)) if C ∈ Def (ceb)
refClasses(ces(C)) if C ∈ Def (ces)
∅ otherwise

refClasses(class C extends C′ { MDSs } main Es) =
{C, C′} ∪ refClasses(MDSs) ∪ refClasses(Es)

refClasses(MDs1 . . . MD
s
n) =

⋃
i∈1..n refClasses(MDsi )

refClasses(MH { return Es; }) = refClasses(MH) ∪ refClasses(Es)
refClasses(T0 m(T1 x1, . . . , Tn xn)) = {T0, . . . , Tn}
refClasses(new C) = {C}
refClasses(x) = refClasses(N) = ∅
refClasses(Es0.m(Es1, . . . , E

s
n)) =

⋃
i∈0..n refClasses(Esi )

refClasses(〈C, C′, MDSb, Eb〉) = {C, C′} ∪ refClasses(MDSb) ∪ refClasses(Eb)

refClasses(MDb1 . . . MD
b
n) =

⋃
i∈1..n refClasses(MDbi )

refClasses(MH { return Eb; }) = refClasses(MH) ∪ refClasses(Eb)

refClasses(Eb0.m ≺ C , T1 . . . Tn, T0� (Eb1, . . . , E
b
n)) = {C} ∪⋃i∈0..n(refClasses(Ebi ) ∪ {Ti})

refClasses(new C ) = {C}

Fig. 14. Definition of the dependency function

∀C T (〈ceb, ces〉)(C) =




〈C′, T (MDSb)〉 if ceb(C) = 〈C, C′, MDSb, Eb〉
〈C′, T (MDSs)〉 if ces(C) = class C extends C′ { MDSs } main Es

⊥ otherwise
T (MDs1 . . . MD

s
n) = T (MDs1) . . . T (MDsn)

T (MDb1 . . . MD
b
n) = T (MDb1) . . . T (MDbn)

T (MH { return Es; }) = T (MH)

T (MH { return Eb; }) = T (MH)
T (T0 m(T1 x1, . . . , Tn xn)) = T0 m(T1 . . . Tn)

Fig. 15. Definition of the type extraction function


